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* Skeptics question whether troubled firm can match Apple, Android phones.

BlackBerry, which despite pioneering a smart-phone obsession has
lost its cachet and most of its market share, launched its latest
model in the United States on Friday in an attempt to regain its
place among its flashy competitors.

But some industry experts are not sure the BlackBerry Z10 has the
coveted X-factor that Apple and Google phones have to help keep
BlackBerry's core market — businesses — in an age where
employees increasingly are using their own devices for work — a
trend called "Bring your own device."

The investment community is not yet convinced. BlackBerry shares
tumbled 7.7 percent to $14.91 Friday after Deutsche Bank AG
analysts raised concerns the Z10 is getting a lukewarm response.

Toronto-based BlackBerry first previewed the Z10 a year and a half
ago and it became available Friday at AT&T stores for $199 with a
two-year contract. In April, customers will be able to get the gadget
at Verizon and T-Mobile stores. Sprint will offer just the Q10,
similar to the Z10 with the same new BlackBerry 10 operating system but with a physical keyboard.

The Z10 is joining its competitors by ditching BlackBerry's
traditional physical keyboard and smaller interface in favor of a 4.2-inch, high-definition touchscreen.

BlackBerry has been trying to generate buzz for the new phone, including company Chief Executive Officer Thorsten Heins' shot-
across-the-bow comment that the iPhone — the "it'' device since its debut in 2007 — is outdated.

But the Z10 is nothing smart-phone users haven't seen already, said Michael Morgan, a senior analyst for mobile devices at New
York-based technology research firm ABI Research.

Adding a touchscreen and faster processer meets more consumers' demands, but the Z10 lacks the major bells and whistles many
expect to see with new gadgets battling in the constant "smart phones arms race," Morgan said.

Still, the Z10 is an attempt to please both the consumer and business professional, he said.

Increasingly, companies have been wanting a device that can ensure corporate security while allowing personal use that
consumers have become accustomed to, said Ashis Bhisey, a vice president at Montvale-based information technology firm Data
Inc.

BlackBerry Z10 smart phone is available through AT&T now and next month at
Verizon, Sprint and T-Mobile.
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The old BlackBerrys were so secure because they were not app-friendly, Bhisey said, which in turn drove away a lot of consumers
as flashier phones hit the market. BlackBerry's hold on the U.S. market dropped to 5.9 percent from close to 50 percent in 2009,
according to comScore, an Internet analytics company that provides marketing data.

The Z10 hopes to bridge the two groups by providing new tools including BlackBerry Balance, which allows for corporate profiles,
emails and information on one interface, and on the other, apps for personal use, Bhisey said, likening it to "Jekyll and Hyde''
functionality. This could be a main attraction for the many industries and companies committed to BlackBerry and still request
BlackBerrys for corporate use, such as defense, aerospace or high-tech industries, he said.

But for consumers, one issue could be the limited number of apps available for the BlackBerry 10 operating system. It has 100,000
compared with 800,000 each for Apple and Google.

"They're putting a lot of focus in trying to catch up with the Apples and Googles of the world," said Carolina Milanesi, research vice
president for Gartner Inc., an information technology research firm in Stamford, Conn.

For this to happen, BlackBerry also needs more devices that target all price points, Milanesi said.

"Not all users are created equal," she said.

So far, BlackBerry has been quiet on how many phones are expected to be shipped. Apple in its first weekend sold 5 million iPhone
5 gadgets when it debuted in September with a longer, slimmer screen. Samsung's Galaxy SIII sold 10 million in its first two months
last summer.

This article contains material from Bloomberg News. Email: diduch@northjersey.com


